Thank you for choosing Physio-Control as your partner in helping save lives and improve patient care.

The McGrath® MAC EMS video laryngoscope is shipped with one battery and the Instructions for Use. Disposable blades are shipped separately. In this catalog you will find an overview of blades and additional accessories available for the McGrath® MAC EMS. If you have any questions about accessories or disposables, please contact your Physio-Control representative.
Disposable Laryngoscope Blades

McGRATH™ MAC Disposable Laryngoscope Blades are high performance, low-cost, single-use sterile blades. They are used for routine as well as many difficult airways, from pediatric to adult patients. They have a Macintosh-like curvature and are therefore easy to use with limited training. McGRATH™ MAC Blades are made of robust optical polymer and blade lenses are coated with hydrophilic optical surface treatment.

McGRATH™ MAC 2 Disposable Laryngoscope Blade
Designed for pediatric patients older than eight weeks or at least 4.5 kg. Packed individually and shipped in boxes of 10.
Box of 10 11996-000414

McGRATH™ MAC 3 Disposable Laryngoscope Blade
Designed for adult patients. Packed individually and shipped in boxes of 10.
Box of 10 11996-000415

McGRATH™ MAC 4 Disposable Laryngoscope Blade
Designed for large adult patients. Packed individually and shipped in boxes of 10.
Box of 10 11996-000416
McGRATH™ X blade™

The McGRATH™ X blade™ is a sterile disposable single-use blade that extends the range of proprietary disposable laryngoscope blades for the McGRATH™ MAC EMS system. The X blade™ contains a sweeping acute curvature for extreme airways, complementing the existing range of McGRATH™ MAC Disposable Laryngoscope Blades which are utilized in routine to difficult airways.

McGRATH™ X3 Disposable Laryngoscope Blade
Designed for adult patients with extreme anterior airways. Packed individually and shipped in boxes of 10.

Replacement Batteries

The McGRATH™ MAC EMS utilizes 3.6V Lithium power cells, which provide up to 250 minutes of usage. A representation of minutes remaining is displayed on screen. The on/off power switch is integrated into the battery pack, so when a new battery is fitted, the on/off function is renewed, keeping the product young.

McGRATH™ 3.6V EMS Battery
The McGRATH™ MAC EMS is shipped with one 3.6V EMS Battery. Replacement batteries are shipped individually.